
Message  
from the CEO

Continued overpage…

Hi everyone, and welcome to 
our Insider Magazine for the 
First Quarter of 2018.
In this issue we celebrate happenings around the 
iPi Group during the First Quarter of 2018, and quite 
a lot has been going on! I was in Porgera for the 
Earthquake in February and while the epi centre was 
some distance off, the quake itself and the many 
many aftershocks were extremely noticeable, and 
on more than one occasion I considered leaving 
whatever building I was in at the time to stand outside 
in case a ceiling came down. We lost power to the 
station, our office complex, our warehouses, the 
minesite and the entire district and as I write this a 
couple of months later there is no immediate timeline 
for the re-establishment of the Hides Gas Turbine 
Power generation plant. A very significant issue for 
the Nation and for our own operations and in the 
immediate short term after the quake we opened 
our Mt Hagen depot and Lae transport network for 
storage and distribution of humanitarian, medical and 
other essential aid. Thanks to our Highlands Manager 
David McKenzie and his team for interfacing with the 
UN, the Australian and PNG Defence Force members 
and the representatives of the State whom all worked 
long and hard for the effected communities.

The issue kicks off with Peter Long, Group Business 
Development Manager giving a wrap up of the 
Business Development progress during the quarter, 
then Joseph Mua one of our IT support team 
members in Port Moresby writes of our recent week 
long training program for the Inventory Control team 
in Port Moresby. We are moving steadily toward 
a full electronic stock control system of scanning 
raw materials in toward final ‘jobs’, whether the
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I was in Porgera for the Earthquake in 
February and while the epi centre was some 
distance off, the quake itself and the many 

many aftershocks were extremely noticeable

‘jobs’ be food plates in kitchens or rebuilt differentials in truck 
workshops. The full across our iPi Group integration of the 
scanning system is progressing well, with catering applications 
now nearing full integration with the system and other areas 
to follow.

Next, our Highlands Manager David McKenzie gives a more 
comprehensive brief on the support we extended toward the 
earthquake relief efforts, and then our Catering team has its 
National Training Council accreditation renewed and shares 
the story.

Further along in the issue Richard Avery, my Fleet Maintenance 
Manager shares a story about our latest tanker additions 
wherein we are bringing in barrels in what is effectively kit 
form and then assembling them in our own workshops; 
resulting in higher levels of quality control, more training for 
our tradesmen, and a faster conversion from fleet planning to 
implementation of working capital equipment on the road and 
serving clients needs.

Next in the issue our QA Manager in Transport Sere Loa Dou 
tells of our involvement in the Puma Kundu Baton Run then 
Mark Buckland Project Manager at Porgera writes of a French 
Themed night we hosted at the mine site. Keeping in Catering, 
our congratulations are extended to Rosemary Maoma 
who received the Divine Word University prize sponsored by 
iPi Catering for the highest achievement in the Tourism and 
Hospitality Department, and then we provide the home cooks 
with our take on a vegan buffet, and whew, then our Lae 
based Chef Trainer Morris Mohave details the latest training 
conducted at our SP Brewery site in Lae!

Back over to Transport and Maso Mangape my Transport GM 
writes of our recent acquisition of a new sidelifter then Lads 

Message from the CEO continued…

Laso out on Manus Island at our PNGDF site there writes 
about the training he administered for in concert with our 
Chef Trainer.

During the Quarter the Stanley Hotel played host to this years 
Petroleum and Energy Summit and we were represented by 
Business Development Officer Judah Baru, then Darryl Royal 
and Luke Goa of the Unitech Project Management team 
welcome the students at Unitech to the 2018 academic year, 
and then finally in the issue, Julie Sema our HR Manager 
writes of an exciting new partnership we are negotiating with 
the Australia Pacific Technical Collect to provide ongoing 
training support.

Enjoy the issue everyone and feel free to drop any feedback 
at all my way ... Scott

 

Scott O’Reilly, OBE 
CEO iPi Group
Scott.OReilly@iPiGroup.com.pg
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From the iPi Group Business Development Desk

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

The Business Development Team has indeed been heavily 
involved in a raft of activities and these include our proud 
participation in additional community and business 
sponsorship support, social gatherings both as organisers 
and guests, working alongside the many and prized clients of 
the iPi Group’s business entities together with a close mix of 
shoulder to shoulder visits, meetings, training sessions and out 
of hours relaxing moments with many of our highly motivated 
iPi employees. 

Yes, the past quarter has slipped by at a great rate. Many 
successes have been chalked up.

iPi Catering

We have welcomed back the University of Technology 
(Uni-Tech) Lae based students to their 2018 academic year 
delivering a stunning foodservice from day one.

iPi Catering is of course most proud of our partnership with the 
people of the Uni-Tech and whilst we continue to work from 
our ‘temporary’ Messing Facility; this post the arson attack of 
the old kitchen/dining hall mid-way through 2016, our Catering 
staff continue to reach great heights in delivering a food 
service standard quite the envy of many like operations. Well 
done team – terrific results and attitudes we are all applauding.

Our South Pacific Brewery catering involvement both in Lae 
and Port Moresby is smoothly and calmly delivering daily; 
this without fuss or fanfare – great efforts being put in and all 
achieved professionally and polished.

Our Napa Napa Puma Energy Catering Team, headed by a 
duel highly effective female management partnership is going 
great guns. Our dedicated people at Napa Napa display talent 
and skill which continues to impress. 

On each occasion I visit Napa Napa I am greeted with warmth 
and the fine hospitality iPi Catering is renowned for. Nothing, it 
appears, is either a problem or difficult for Kaupe and her band 
of very merry men and women. Thank you for all you deliver.

Our Papua New Guinea Defence Force Catering (PNGDF) 
achievements keep racking up it seems. Whilst it remains 
an on-going challenge with ever and constant changing 
feed strength across the many Bases in PNG, our individual 
site-based operations are keeping a steady hand in the 
management of the many changes. 

I had the good fortune of being with Dennis Sparks, Rod King 
and Garry Royal recently where they, on behalf of iPi Catering, 
organised a social after-hours get together with Col Boniface 
Aruma, the Taurama Barracks Base Commander and his 
Senior Military personnel. It was a thoroughly enjoyable 
evening and one where much Military protocol, operational 
and training activity was discussed – quite the learner (for me 
especially) and certainly another educational moment for all. 

On the note of PNGDF achievements, on behalf of the 
iPi Group we wish Col Joseph Fabila all the very best given his 
recent retirement post what we believe was the longest serving 
member of the PNGDF and quite the career he experienced. 

Col Fabila was our lead in all daily Catering Operational 
responsibilities. His quality and professional guidance, advice 
and direction will be sadly missed by our Management Team. 
We thoroughly enjoyed each and every working moment with 
Col Fabila and trust his retirement years bring him and his 
family all the post career rewards so genuinely deserved. 

Porgera Joint Venture

To our highly protected partnership with the Porgera Joint 
Venture – as you all know, in late February PNG suffered a 
terrible earthquake with the epi-centre very close to Hides/
Nagoli and whilst there was substantial property damage, our 
concerns (like all others in PNG) was for the people and the 
communities affected. 

We are extremely proud to have been heavily involved in 
recovery and assistance. We opened up our Mount Hagen 
Warehousing centre for the storage and distribution of essential 
medical and personal needs. We organised and dedicated a 

To each and all in our Group,

Well, we are very much tracking into the New Year...and as I pencil this 
note, I have just enjoyed a very pleasant Easter break with family and 
friends and now back at the coal face planning more exciting adventures for 
the iPi Group of Companies. I trust you enjoy the read of my brief recapitulation 
of the 2018 year thus far. 
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number of our iPi Transport trucks and personnel to work back 
and forth between the Hagen Airport and our Warehouse; this 
providing secure emergency support to and for the logistics 
exercise being undertaken by the UN, the Australian Defence 
Force and many others. 

iPi helping out

Our staff volunteered many hours of help and assistance. 
Likewise, we dedicated a number of our Lae-based trucks 
to haul emergency equipment and cargo up to Hagen from 
Lae. Whilst much of our operations up into the Southern 
Highlands were shut-down for a time, iPi Transport was indeed 
one for the first operators to manage to get cargo through 
to the affected area. We were of course in the hands of the 
PJV in respect to activities in Porgera and whilst some of our 
transport work altered in form, our Catering Teams up there 
maintained their role to feed and look after the PJV workforce. 

I would like to add our special thanks to every 
member of the iPi Group who donated money  
and goods in-kind for the people affected by  

the earthquake...we co-ordinated their generosity 
and proudly made sure all was delivered.  

Our work in that regard continues.

Yes, the earthquake had quite an effect on our daily 
haulage responsibilities and pleasing it is to acknowledge 
the addition fuel cartage delivered into Hagen and beyond 
given the circumstances. 

We threw all the equipment we had for the Porgera Joint 
Venture, for Puma Energy and for NOC – additional work shifts 
were deployed across all iPi Transport Depots and our highway 
and town drivers achieved amazing results. All this done in 
both a timely and safe manner. Our many thanks are extended 
to all personnel for the extra effort, dedication, long hours 

and commitment during this time of country need. Nobody 
questioned the support called upon. 

iPi Transport

Whilst on the subject of iPi Transport, you will find that as I write, 
our overall Fleet number is expanding and doing so quite rapidly.

 Our internal Equipment Replacement Program has kicked 
off in earnest this year with Purchase Orders placed (or 
about to be placed in some cases) for a raft of high-end and 
very serious gear; this inclusive of additional Prime Movers 
(Kenworth’s and Hino’s), 40,000 litre fuel barrels, side-lifters, 
light vehicles, twin-steers and 20,000 litre D-Mount tanks, skels 
along with ancillary support and safety equipment. 

As our new ‘kit’ arrives and is commissioned, I’d be very 
surprised if this is not highlighted in the next edition of the 
‘insider’ however I can suggest that already a number of 
new pieces of equipment have arrived on our Lae Depot 
doorstep...I know that our 10 Mile Lae Depot ‘spray paint’ crew 
have been working overtime of late and one cannot help but 
notice that Maso Mangape (General Manager, iPi Transport) 
and Richard Avery (Fleet Maintenance Manager, iPi Transport) 
are not only hard pressed at work presently but more, walking 
our premises with very satisfied smiles; this as new gear 
comes out from the paint booths. 

2018 a positive road ahead

We have an exciting year ahead of us and I along with 
all others, are most encouraged by both the business 
opportunities and the potential 2018 highlights. 

We believe that our immediate and long-term future holds 
much promise and by our continued ‘beat’ of delivering nothing 
less than professional and timely outcomes for our Clients, 
growth will be in order; will be an evidenced outcome. 

We are clearly known in the PNG marketplace as providers of 
quality services and on the basis of not cutting corners, not 
defaulting to being simply ordinary or best said, ‘ho-hum’ in 
attitude, our trusted reputation has stood resilient – stood the 
test of time. 

Let us all continue to build on that platform with enthusiasm 
and determination. 

Have a great year. I trust you enjoy the read. Please, continue to 
work safe, play safe and stay safe...importantly, have a little fun 
too if you can squeeze it in?? 

Cheers and talk soon. 

Peter Long
Business Development Manager
The iPi Group of Companies
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg 
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Hi everyone, 

I am delighted to share with you an overview of some recent iPi Catering 
‘Inventory Management’ Training conducted at the Grand Papua Hotel 
in Port Moresby. Andrew Fury and myself held the sessions and our 
presentations were delivered between the 12th and 16th of March. 

Andrew conducted the first session - 
here he covered all the set processes 
and flows which our attendees must 
follow when on the various iPi Catering 
Project sites; this in the Receiving and 
Issuing of Inventory/stock. He explained 
the two (2) sets of processes (Receiving 
and Issuing of goods) and the two (2) 
systems that coexist and work together 
from start to finish.

I conducted the second session - here I 
covered the use of the different sheets 
on the SIR (Stock Issuance Reports) 
and explained further on how to read 
the existing reports on the SIR. I also 
covered the correlation between Sybiz 
and the SIR and whilst presenting, 
I could see some of our attendees 
grasping the concepts immediately. I 
could see the look on their faces that 
they now understood that what had 
been registered on the SIR must always 
be processed into Sybiz; this in order for 
both systems to agree with each other 
and to avoid differences in variances 
across the two systems. Of course and 

on the latter, these with the ‘end of the 
month’ stock take.

If you don’t know Andrew or perhaps 
have not met him as yet, Andrew is 
our consultant who had been working 
tirelessly for the past four years in 
consolidating the set processes 
of Receiving Goods and Issuing of 
Goods (for iPi Catering) along with 
the implementation of the electronic 
scanning processes. 

During this time and at present, I was 
and am working closely with him 
travelling across the country assisting 
Andrew with resolving scanner and 
network connectivity issues. Travelling 
from site to site with Andrew, I came 
across the SIR at Porgera where I saw 
an urgent need for that ‘tool’ to be 
upgraded in order to work with the set 
processes Andrew was implementing 
across all project sites. The rest 
is history. The evolution of the SIR 
eventuated from there.

We had select iPi Catering employees 
come in from around the country. 

 iPi CATERING

Inventory Management Training in Port Moresby

They were either directly or indirectly 
involved with the process of Inventory 
Management at their respective 
locations. We had attendees from Lae 
(Uni-Tech, the Lae Warehouse and Igam 
Barracks), Manus Island (Lombrum 
Base) and Port Moresby (Napa Napa, 
Murray Barracks, Goldie Barracks, 
Tolukuma and our Port Moresby Office).

Our attendees were grouped into two 
with each group attending two sessions - 
(Monday/Tuesday and then Wednesday/
Thursday). On the Friday, the last day of 
our training delivery, we had both groups 
merge into one combined group and the 
objective was to review what had been 
presented during the training sessions. 
We held open and frank discussions on 
how to manage continuous improvement 
and how to move forward with the 
current or exiting Inventory Management 
System and the set processes attached. 

I believe the outcomes from the Inventory 
Training were both positive and constructive. 
We all learnt much. The opportunity to have 
all applicable iPi Catering people together 
was greatly appreciated. 

Joseph Mua
IT Support Officer 
iPi Catering

The happy group  
final day of training.
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To our readers across the iPi Group,       

We are all clearly aware of the February 26th earthquake which 
devastated so many communities up in the Southern Highlands, parts of 
Hela and in Enga. There was both tragic loss of life and many injuries. 

The country was shaken to its core and 
immediately there was a rally of help and 
assistance; this coming from the people 
of PNG, business houses, external 
countries and many aid agencies. 

The good and decent people of the 
iPi Group equally lent immediate support 
and whether it was cash donations, 
gifts of sorts, clothing, household and 
cooking ware or building materials, it all 
was delivered as quickly as possible...
but further to that, our Mount Hagen 
Transport staff offered immediate 
logistics opportunities and alternates – 
a base for Hagen relief operations.

iPi team shows their support

From the outset, the iPi Group donated 
relief food supplies; this along with the 
members of the Mount Hagen Club who 
contributed funds for initial medical 
supplies. There was also Bulldog 
Hardware which contributed materials, 
Gilsenan Melpa offered various supplies, 
Besti Water was donated/delivered and 
all this dropped into the affected areas 
by MAF well before local or international 
agencies arrived on the scene. We have 
included some photos of the initial 
support efforts. Our thanks are extended 
to all people and organisations listed – 
brilliant effort indeed.

Whatever it takes

We then organised an up-lift by road 
ex Lae through to Hagen of a PNG 
Red Cross Container carrying medical 
supplies and equipment. This was 
fast tracked through and stored in our 

Hagen Warehouse; in-fact our Hagen 
Warehouse was then quickly converted 
to a distribution centre where we had 
materials and goods being bought in, 
sorted, logged and then sent out. 

We set aside iPi Transport trucks and 
iPi Transport Containers ex Hagen and 
managed/coordinated the shuttle from 
the Hagen Airport back and forth to our 
Hagen Warehouse. Medical supplies 
were a priority and we bought these into 
our Warehouse on behalf of UNICEF and 
other donors.  

We have included a few photos of our 
work which we think will be of interest 
to you. The crew members/personnel 
of the Australian Defence Force C130 
Hercules were (all) a delight to work 
alongside; they bought relief supplies 
in from POM and iPi Transport would 
transfer it across to our Warehouse...
they had much experience in this type of 
relief work and their help and assistance 
was gratefully valued.

Our sincere thanks go out to the many 
Mount Hagen based volunteers who 
joined us during this sad journey. Your 
efforts remain much appreciated. 
iPi Transport is proud to have lent a 
helping hand.  

David McKenzie
Highlands Manager
iPi Transport

David.McKenzie@iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi TRANSPORT

2018 PNG Earthquake shakes country to its core
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iPi CATERING

NTC Registration Certificate of Renewal

1. Staff from 
NTC with Peter 
Aiyok after the 

presentation. Left to 
Right: Ms Dianne Pakalu 

– Research Officer; Mr Kevin 
Kalis – Assistant Director 

MER Branch; Mr Peter Aiyok – iPi 
Catering; Ms Florence Bona Bouraga – 

TVET Coordinator

2. Presentation of our Certificate; this by the 
Director of the NTC, Mr Kinsella Geoffrey to Peter 

Aiyok, National Training Co-ordinator of iPi Catering

Dear readers of the ‘insider’,

Great news and a remarkable achievement. I thought you 
would like to learn of this...yes, on Friday the 13th April 2018, 
iPi Catering was presented with their Certificate of Renewal of 
Registration to Conduct Training. (NTC #207) and Instructor 
Certificates for seven (7) of our new Chef Trainers.

Our initial Course Registration was 
done back in 2012 and renewed 
again in 2015 and this is now a 
further renewal and something we 
are very proud of. 

We submitted our renewal 
application in July 2017 and after 
going through the process rigours 
of checking and verification over the 
last 5-6 months, the 13 April, 2018 
was the day we were presented 
with our Certificates along with our 
Instructors Certificates. 

Gaining Course Registration is a 
robust and lengthy process but to 
now have it renewed for a second 
time is quite the credit to our 
Training Department. 

As you would imagine, for our 
seven (7) new Chef Trainers are 
all overwhelmed and rightfully so. 
They are each looking forward to 
their project site-based training  
activities/delivery.

Our achievements were made such 
through the professional support 
and assistance of many NTC staff 
but paramount to this was namely: 

>  Ms Dianne Pakalu – Research 
Officer and 

>  Ms Florence Bana Bouraga – 
TVET Co-ordinator 

We express our appreciation and 
thanks to the two ladies and openly 
acknowledge all that they work 
through in concert with us.
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Hi Readers,

As part of our on-going highway bulk fuel equipment upgrade/ replacement /refit/renewal program we thought 
best to share with you, hot off the press – well, fresh out of the Lae 10 Mile workshop and paint booth another 
new bulk tanker ready to take up the challenges of bulk fuel cartage.

The one we have pictured is a brand 
new 40,000 litre barrel. This we took 
possession of recently and once at 10 
Mile, carefully slung it over an existing 
undercarriage. It is a fascinating 
process to watch as much work needs 
to be done in preparation for the barrel 
to fit exactly onto the reworked and 
refurbished under carriage.

Proper preparation

Once the barrel is fitted, all the ancillary 
but much needed fittings are then 
added, fully tested and finally the whole 
unit is sent to the paint booth. Here 
another Team of our workshop experts 
tackle the job of spraying the tanker. 
Again, the preparation work before the 
paint actually hit’s the surface is both 
extensive and very carefully handled. 
The surface has to be absolutely clean 

with no marks or blemishes. Masking 
out our iPi Corporate ‘Wave’ is another 
skill which we all admire; this knowing 
that most of us do not hold the talent 
nor expertise to set this out so perfectly 
– it is quite the art. 

Sounds easy really and looking at the 
photos it appears to all come together 
rather smoothly however it is an exercise 
extremely well planned, highly organised, 
carefully co-ordinated and governed at all 
times with absolute safety considerations 
at each stage of the process.

The finished look

There is no question that the positive 
feedback we receive in regard to how 
sharp and smart our Highway Trucks 
and Tankers look; this as they traverse 
along the Highlands Highway offers us 

great encouragement to do even more – 
to keep the polish up so to speak. 

Importantly we make sure that all iPi 
Transport Workshop personnel diligently 
working specifically on these jobs are 
included in the feedback we receive. It 
really helps to foster even greater pride in 
their job roles and functions...indeed, we 
are proud of their results and efforts. 

I am certain that all iPi Group employees 
are equally proud seeing our flagships 
moving up and down the Highlands 
Highway...they do look great. 

Richard Avery
Fleet Maintenance 
Manager
iPi Transport

Richard.Avery@iPiGroup.com.pg   

iPi TRANSPORT

40,000 litre bulk fuel tank rolls out

1. The 40,000 litre tank is carefully lifted onto a reworked and 
refurnished undercarriage at the 10 Mile Workshop to become 

one complete, workable unit.

2. After long hours of preparation work the completed 
unit is sent to the paint booth where our expert team 

tackle the job of spraying the tanker in our iPi 
Transport corporate branding/colours. 

3. Look at that tanker – it is a work of art and 
ready for the challenges ahead.
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Dear readers,

The iPi Transport Team received 
an invitation late last year 
which we considered was a 
very suitable fit. The promotion 
of road safety across PNG 
has and remains absolutely 
paramount in our view and 
when our highly valued client 
Puma Energy launched their 
Road Safety Campaign and 
asked if iPi Transport would be 
willing to take part, there was an 
immediate and overwhelming 
“yes please”!!!

Have a quick read of the 
invitation we received and 
then we will outline what we 
did by way of involvement and 
partnership in the Puma Kundu 
Baton Run across Papua New 
Guinea in early 2018. 

 

iPi TRANSPORT

Global Road Transport Safety PNG Campaign 
with Puma Energy Kundu Baton Run

From: Brian Warrillow 
Date: November 20, 2017 10:11 AM 
To: David McKenzie <david.mckenzie@ipigroup.com.pg>; Greg Langley <Greg.Langley@ipigroup.com.pg> 
Cc: Peter Laurie <Peter.Laurie@ipigroup.com.pg> 
Subject: Puma Global Road Transport Safety - PNG Campaign 
Importance: High

G’day David, 

Puma is rolling out its national road safety campaign, and would like to ask if 
iPi would be interested in participating. 

In a nutshell:  

•  Puma Global Road Safety message to be carried/flown/shipped (or driven) to all 
major Puma centres & outer ports. 

• Message to reside within cylinder encapsulated in a Kundu. 
•  Message to be hand carried by puma courier staff and or via preferred transport 

carrier along applicable routes. 
•  Safety stickers for vehicles and associated paraphernalia to be circulated 

for carriers. 
• Associated media coverage for message relay. 

Please find attached a tentative road map for the Puma safety campaign roll out & 
message capsule. 

Would iPi be interested in assisting with the Lae - Goroka – Hagen sector of the relay? 

If you have any queries or suggestions please don’t hesitate to let me know. 

Regards,  
Brian Warrillow  
Transport Manager  
Puma Energy PNG Limited 

Puma Energy PNG Limited  
pwc Haus, Level 1  - Waterfront  
POM, Papua New Guinea 
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Indeed, there was a 100% acceptance; a full 
embrace of the Puma Energy invitation and 
iPi Transport looked forward to the Road Safety 
Kundu Baton Run commencing; this so we could 
take up our two (2) legs of the Run...

Leg one: 

iPi Transport Lae 10 Mile Depot – be handed the 
Kundu (the baton) and travel through to Goroka in 
the Eastern Highlands then

Leg two: 

iPi Transport Goroka Depot through to the 
iPi Transport Depot in Mount Hagen

Whilst we suggest the photos say it all, it is 
worthy of mention that our staff delighted in their 
individual and collective participation. Indeed, we 
met as Groups, firstly in Lae then Goroka and of 
course finished in Mount Hagen but it was the 
people and the communities we met along the 
Highlands Highway who make it all that much 
more special. Stopping along the route and 
having photos taken was special. Answering the 
questions of why we were doing this empathised 
the exact point of what the message was 
all about. 

We trust our contribution assisted the 
good cause.

Many thanks to all at Puma for their warm 
invitation for iPi Transport to be an active 
and willing participant in this, as we saw it, a 
wonderful medium to promote Road Safety 
across Papua New Guinea – the message hit 
home to our employees and we trust the part we 
played contributed to many thousands of others 
receiving the same important message. 

Sere Loa Dou
Quality Assurance Manager
iPi Transport
10 Mile - Lae 
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iPi CATERING

The Porgera Joint Venture –  
a French inspired evening

To all at iPi,

Yes, proud we are of our work in Porgera and of course for the 
Porgera Joint Venture (PJV) more pointedly.

As you all know, our dedicated Catering staff absolutely enjoy trying 
something new and different and whenever the occasion arises where 
there is a possibility of participation in the same, our keen and enterprising 
Catering experts are there and, at the ready – knives in hand!!!

We had an opportunity recently to slide in a special night and it was decided, 
post much discussion; this tossing around the potential alternatives that a 
French inspired menu should be delivered – and delivered it was.

So, the planning process commenced on what that French based Menu 
ought to consist of, what French style dishes would be best to train on, what 
odd or additional commodities would we require to have on hand, what type 
of service could be delivered and finally, would all this be a culinary challenge 
for our staff?

There is no question that much enjoyment is gained by our Catering teams 
when opportunities such as this appear...new dishes are indeed selected 
and they are trialled and tested. Importantly this is quite a ‘testing’ ground 
for our people as they are genuinely exposed to new tastes, new dishes and 
in some cases, new methods of cookery. 

Of course, there is great pride taken by our highly committed staff with the 
service of a theme styled meal – they look forward following all their hard 
work in the preparation and cooking to the feedback and chatter from the PJV 
diners and are always most keen to learn as to whether the tastes presented 
on the evening are liked and or enjoyed. 

We all know that the outcomes of cookery are very subjective and people 
have a wide range of likes and dislikes – part of our challenge is to pitch new 
and different dishes across a range of diners in the hope that there is overall 
appreciation of ‘things different’.

As we always say, sharing a few words with the readers of the ‘insider’ is our 
pleasure – it is one thing but to include some photos of our French styled 
foodservice outcomes is another. Accordingly, we hope that you like what you see. 

It was a terrific journey for our Porgera based Catering staff; each and all 
thoroughly enjoyed the planning, prep and cooking and we can only but trust 
that our PJV diners enjoyed the fruits of our labour as much as we delighted 
in having the opportunity to present. 

Mark Buckland – Ken Smith
Project Management
iPi Catering - Porgera
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Readers,

 In keeping with our on-going support and sponsorship across 
the wider PNG Hospitality Industry, we likewise have enjoyed for 
many years, an extremely close association with the prestigious 
Divine Word University in Madang; this more specifically, with 
the dedicated staff attached to the Tourism and Hospitality 
Management Faculty of the DWU.

Early this year, we again sponsored the ‘iPi Catering’ Tourism Award and 
proudly this was presented to Ms Rosemary Maoma. Ms Maoma achieved 
the third highest overall academic results and we openly acknowledge her 
fine achievements.

Congratulations Ms Maoma...a wonderful result indeed.

Whilst unfortunately we could not be present on the 11th of March at the 
Graduation Ceremony in Madang, our best wishes were extended to Ms Maoma 
– along with a substantial cash prize plus a selection of highly sought after 
iPi Group memorabilia. We were there though in spirit and thought.

iPi Catering remains proud to be part of the formal recognition of academic 
achievement across our Industry and of course what is certainly pleasing is 
also being an integral but externally support component of the Tourism and 
Hospitality Faculty of the DWU. 

We wish all graduands well in their future careers and trust that each and all 
meet with employment success and reward given the years of study applied.

We look forward to being part of the same in 2019...thank you DWU for the 
opportunity of continuous involvement. 

Chris Moroney
General Manager
iPi Catering

Chris.Moroney@iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi CATERING

The 2018 ‘iPi Catering’ Tourism Award -  
the Divine Word University 
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SHOPPING LIST:
INGREDIENTS:

Dried Broad Bean 
(fava)

Ground Cumin

Lemon Juice

Firm tofu

Sesame Oil

Olive Oil

Light soy sauce

Ground Black 
Pepper

Paprika

Honey

Cornflour

Sugar

Vegetable oil

Garlic Cloves

Fresh Ginger

Oyster 
Mushrooms

Shitaki 
Mushrooms

Carrots

Red Onions

Red Chili

Ras el hanout

Pumpkin

Orange Sweet 
Potato

Pitted Prunes

Spring Onions

Italian Parsley 
(flat leaf)

Flat Bread

Couscous

From the iPi Group’s 

Iconic Cookbook - Vegetarian Feature

The iPi Group's Cookbook has a great range of 
recipes to choose from - we've selected a vegetarian 
menu plan for our readers this month. Bon Apetite.

 
Starters: 

Broad Bean Dip
175g (1.25 cups) dried broad bean (fava) or ready skinned 
broad beans
2 garlic cloves, crushed
½ teaspoon ground cumin
1.5 teaspoons lemon juice
80ml (1/3 cup) olive oil
Large pinch paprika 
2 tablespoons chopped Italian parsley
Flat bread to serve.

Method:

Put the dried broad beans in a large bowl, cover with 750ml (26 
fl oz / 3 cups) cold water and leave to soak in a cool place. If 
using dried beans with skins, soak them for 48 hours, changing 
the water once. If using ready-skinned dried beans, soak them 
for 12 hours only.

Drain the beans. If using beans with skins, remove the skins. 
To do this, slit the skin with the point of a knife and slip the 
bean out of its skin.

Put the beans in a large saucepan with water to cover and 
bring to the boil. Cover and simmer over a low heat for 1 hour, 
or until tender (if the water boils over, uncover the pan a little). 
After 1 hour, remove the lid and cook for a further 15 minutes, 
or until most of the liquid has evaporated, taking care that the 
beans do not catch on the base of the pan.

Puree the beans in a food processor, then transfer to a bowl 
and stir in the garlic, cumin, and the lemon juice. Add salt, to 
taste. Gradually stir in enough olive oil to give a spreadable 
or thick dipping consistency, starting with half the oil. As the 
mixture cools it may become thicker, in which case you can 
stir through a little warm water to return the mixture to a 
softer consistency.

Spread the puree over a large dish and sprinkle with paprika 
and parsley. Serve with flat bread. Serves 6
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Entrée: 

Mushrooms with Tofu 

The marinade:

350g firm tofu
1 teaspoon sesame oil
2 teaspoons light soy sauce
¼ tsp ground black pepper
1 tbsp finely shredded ginger

Drain each block of tofu and cut into 2.5cm pieses. Put them 
into a shallow dish and spring them with sesame oil, 2tsp light 
soy sauce, pepper and ginger. Leave to marinate for ½ an hour.

The recipe:

2 tablespoons light soy sauce
2 teaspoons cornflour
½ teaspoon sugar
1.5 tablespoons vegetable oil
2 cloves garlic (finely chopped)
200g oyster mushrooms
200g Shitaki mushrooms
2 spring onions (sliced for garnish)
1 long red chilli and finely diced for garlic

Mix the stock with the light soy sauce, cornflour and sugar in a 
small bowl until full. Heat the oil in a wok or frying pan and stir 
fry the garlic over a medium heat until light brown.

Add all of the mushrooms and stir fry for 3-4 minutes until the 
mushrooms are cooked. Add the cornflour liquid, then carefully 
add pieces of tofu and gently mix for 1-2 minutes.

Taste and adjust seasoning as required.

Spoon onto a serving plate and sprinkle with spring  
onions, chilli slices and fresh ground black pepper.

Mains: 

Baked Vegetables with Prunes
60ml (2 fl oz / 1 cup) olive oil
2 red onions, peeled and quartered
3 garlic cloves, bruised unpeeled
2 sliced carrots
450g (1lb) pumpkin (winter squash)
450g (1lb) orange sweet potato
11 teaspoons ras el hanout
1 red chilli, seeded and sliced
375ml (13 fl oz / 11 cups) light chicken or
vegetable stock
200g (7oz / scant 1 cup) pitted prunes
1 tablespoon honey

Method

Pour the olive oil into a 30 x 40 x 6cm (12 x 16 x 2½ inch) 
ovenproof dish and add the

onions, garlic and carrots. Toss well. Bake in a preheated 
200°C (400°F / Gas 6) oven for 15 minutes.

Peel and cut the pumpkin and orange sweet potato into large 
chunks. Add, along with the ras el hanout and red chilli. Season 
and toss well. Bake for a further 30 minutes. Stir in the light 
chicken or vegetable stock, prunes and honey and return the 
oven for a further 30 minutes.

Serve with steamed couscous or as a vegetable 
accompaniment.

Serves 4
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Hi Readers,

Just to keep you abreast of more successful training outcomes, 
it is pleasing to include as part of the ‘insider’ the latest from the 
South Pacific Brewery in Lae.

Very recently we conducted further HACCP and Quality Assurance training 
on site in Lae. Of course the South Pacific Brewery Management remains 
very supportive of iPi Catering’s efforts to include employee training delivery 
across both their Lae and Port Moresby sites. iPi Catering is very grateful for 
SPB’s continued support and encouragement.

As part of our Training delivery, much time is spent in the Kitchen facilities 
– all is made as practical as possible so yes, there are sessions of practical 
cookery (with full meal service following), food handling, food storage, 
food transport etc along with observations, theory sessions and plenty of 
personnel but professional mentoring. 

We were pleased to have onboard the following Lae based Catering staff as 
part of this Training exercise...

> Maggie Nonafo (Chef Manageress)
> Erick Paken (Chef)
> Selan Pondrilei (Senior Cook)
> Margret Abia (Assistant Cook)
> Aaron Roberts (Kitchenhand)
> Ricky Tatapo (Kitchenhand) and 
> Magdalene Anzim (Kitchenhand)
>  All successfully completed their Modules along with HACCP and 

Quality Assurance Training accomplishments

Congratulations to all...a great job – great outcomes and it was a pleasure 
working alongside such an enthusiastic team of iPi Catering staff.  

Morris Mohave
Lae (based) Chef Trainer
iPi Catering

iPi CATERING 

Recent training completed at SPB in Lae
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 iPi TRANSPORT

New Hagen based Side-Lifter

To the readers of the ‘insider’,

As our work activity picks up a notch or two in and 
across Mount Hagen, news of the arrival of our 
new iPi Transport Side-Lifter met with a cluster of 
very keen onlookers along with a loud and rousing 
highlands cheer.

Yes, all the folk of the Hagen Depot greeted our newest piece 
of equipment with delight. Our work has ramped up somewhat 
and, with the increased HBS activity we are involved in ex 
Mount Hagen (through to Wabag), the Side-Lifter will be a 
great help, assistance and support. Already there are many 
other Hagen businesses knocking on our door wishing to have 
access to the ‘kit’...and all in good time this will happen.

It is great when new gear rolls in as it confirms the strength 
and support Senior Management has of our work activities. We 
all understand that new equipment costs a great amount of 
money and we accept that our job is to make this equipment 
pay for itself through focused dedication, application and 
commitment to the same. 

We are absolutely focused on making full use of the new Side-
Lifter; there is much business to be generated given our now 
further and extended ability to positively react to all business 
opportunities presented. 

And what was heard in the background as the Side-Lifter rolled 
in...that’s right...”lift it and they will come”.

Perhaps we think too many movies are being watched 
after hours but we understand the good humour behind the 
remark!!!  

Lads...please take care of the gear – look after it as if it was 
your very own. 

Maso Mangape
General Manager
iPi Transport

Maso.Mangape@iPiGroup.com.pg



New year, new look

We now start the 2018 New Year and as you will notice, we have altered the 
look, feel and layout of the ‘insider’. Indeed, the editorial team decided that 
change would be quite refreshing; that and also timely and desirable. 

So, as always, your articles sent through remain most welcome – your 
stories and your photos will be embraced but as a further reminder, please, 
get them in early. Likewise we again openly welcome any and all calls for 
level of private help and assistance; this if you are stuck and or unsure about 
your thoughts and ideas. I highlight in passing the issue of photos - yes 
whilst we do our best to include the photos sent through, it is far better if we 
have high resolution shots as this does improve the overall ‘look/polish’ of 
our publication – especially and even more so now that we have modified 
the presentation of our Newsletter. 

Keep in mind that the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ is your broadcast medium and 
we encourage you to use it – indeed, it is your message board and it is a 
wonderful means of highlighting to all in and across the iPi Group the things 
which are happening around you such as in your work place, happenings in 
your village, interesting stuff in and around your Province, all your family a 
nd friends news, your community sporting interests and involvement; this 
along with lots of hints which may or will help others if shared.

We highly encourage you to have a dip – please don’t be shy  
and don’t be backward in coming forward. Anyway, enough said,  
you all understand the message and your participation in our  
publication will be, as always, warmly embraced. 

Looking forward to your notes and pictures...take care  
and happy writing!!!

Good luck. 

the Editor
C/O Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg
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Hello readers,

The Editor here...on behalf of the team 
can I please pass on our sincere thank 
you for all the contributions to this and 
past editions of the ‘insider’. Without your 
thoughts, articles, stories and photos our 
Newsletter would be very much one sided. 

Good news stories

...always a welcome invitation
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iPi CATERING

PNG Defence Force Catering Staff Training 

To the readers of the ‘insider’,

Hello from Manus Island – yes we are quite a distance from mainland 
PNG and because of, tend to be a little out of sight but nonetheless, we 
are delighted to share our latest Catering staff training news with you.                    

It was all smiles being seen across the 
team; this as our staff received their 
Certificates following a very successful 
round of on-site training delivery...

1. Kupe Akrik.
2. James Akrik.
3. Livai John.
4. Niewa John.
5. John Belamoa.
6. Andreas Bamban.
7. Tom Thomas.
8. Roselyn Jimmy.
9. Leo Piriko and
10.  Mark Tabakse (Mark still working 

through his training at present).

In summary, our highly enthusiastic and 
very talented iPi Catering staff Trainer, 
Morris Mohave has been working closely 
with the iPi Catering Manus Island team 
and Morris’s role has been to upskill 
the crew across a raft of basic Training 
Modules. Just to reinforce much of 
the detail within the course structure, 
we have listed an overview of the main 
topics of training 

 

Module One (1)

1. Workplace Health & Safety.
2. Personal Hygiene.
3. Food Hygiene.
4. Kitchen Hygiene.

Along with our Food Safety Program...
Critical Control Points. 

Module Two (2) – Units 1-4

1.  Clean and Maintain 
Kitchen Premises.

2.  Receiving and Storage of 
Kitchen Supplies.

3.  Organisation and Preparation 
of Food.

4. Presentation of Food.
5. Customer Service.

We spoke at length to Morris during 
and following his training sessions 
and Morris spoke highly of the skill 
and eagerness of our staff. Morris said 
that all members of the team applied 
themselves completely; they learnt a 
great deal, they understood all that was 
presented, asked all the right questions 
and then, demonstrated their newly 
found knowledge through practical 
and theory sessions. 

It is always a pleasure working alongside 
staff who genuinely seek to expand their 
skill base. The Manus Island crew did 
themselves proud. Part of the training 
was to also have our staff enjoy their 
time, learn for sure but have a little fun 
as well...and that they did.

Thank you to the Senior Management 
of iPi Catering offering the training 
opportunity to us and thank you to our 
Chef Trainer, Morris Mohave for the 
Course and training delivery...I think this 
not only for our Manus Island team but 
to all our iPi Catering staff throughout 
(PNG) Papua New Guinea. 

Lads Gasi
iPi Catering 
Administration
iPi Catering
PNG Defence Force – 
Manus Island
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Readers of the ‘insider’...

The 2ND Papua New Guinea Petroleum and Energy Summit was held at the Stanley Hotel in Port Moresby 
between the 19th and 20th of March 2018, and I was privileged to be a participant at that important event.

I received an unexpected call from Ms. Esther Yuyuge of Kumul 
Petroleum (KPHL) two days prior to the Summit; this to inform 
me of my selection to represent the Project Area Landowners 
(PALOs) of the PNG LNG Plant site. I would like to convey 
my sincere gratitude to the Management of KPHL for the 
opportunity and the recognition bestowed in the PALOs of PNG 
LNG Plant site.  

Annual Event

The Summit is now an annual event hosted by the CWC 
Group and KPHL joined by relevant stakeholders and various 
organizations in the country and some around the globe to 
meet and embrace strengthening development strategies in the 
Petroleum and Energy industries in Papua New Guinea. 

The event has drawn some very important global investors; 
many came to promote their capabilities and interest for 
potential investment within these industries and interesting to 
note that there was little doubting of PNG’s economic potential 
in light of its vast and rich natural resources. 

I had the opportunity of listening to many interesting and 
quite remarkable speakers over the course of the two days 
and during breakout sessions had the chance to meet, talk 
to and exchange ideas with a number of highly respected 
industry figures. 

It was a pleasure listening to our Prime Minister, the Hon Peter 
O’Neil, our Deputy Prime Minister and Treasurer the Hon Mr 
Charles Abel, the Minister for Communications, Information 
and Energy the Hon Sam Basil along with the Minister of 
Petroleum and Energy, the Hon Dr Fabian Pok.

Senior Petroleum and Energy Industry and overseas 
Government figures included Dr Fereidun Fesharaki, Mr Takashi 
Yamada, Mr Andrew Barry (MD, ExxonMobil PNG Ltd), Mr 
Philippe Blanchard (MD Total E&P PNG), Mr Peter Botten (MD 
Oil Search Ltd), Mr Bill Ovenden (Exec Vice President Santos) 
and, Mr Wapu Sonk (MD Kumul Petroleum Holdings Ltd).  

My general overview of the Summit suggests that PNG’s future 
is looking very promising across the Petroleum and Energy 
industries. Much positive comment was made by the many 
reputable investors and developers; this despite the current 
economic hardships our proud Nation is going through.

The Future

Indeed and as always, a number of questions remain as to 
how future Project Landowner participation and equity will be 
handled and that will always be a vexing issue. Landowners 
are an integral component of all Project development and as 
such we trust apt recognition and involvement is achieved with 
much of this through quality business spin-off opportunities. 
Harmony with Project Landowners is central to positive social 
insurance; the ‘social license’ to operate best put and we 
wish all partners in Project development across PNG all the 
very best. 

Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed the Summit, I met some wonderful 
and inspiring people and I do look forward to attending the 
2019 Conference. 

Judah Baru
Business Development Officer
The iPi Group  

iPi GROUP

The Petroleum and Energy Summit – Port Moresby

2. Judah Baru and sitting next to me is 
Killian Anoser, representative from the 

Chief Secretary & Prime Minister’s Office.

3. Judah Baru with representatives of 
Investors from Japan

1.Judah Baru with Mr 
Michael Sheridan, Company 
Secretary for Horizon Oil Ltd, 
Mr Adrian Hughes from Westpac 
Bank, and Mr Oliver Behrend, Principal 
Investment Officer from International 
Finance Corporation (IFC)
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Readers,

Recently I had the good fortune of 
working with the PNG Defence Force 
iPi Catering staff (PNGDF) up in Vanimo 
and yes, we had a great time. Lots of 
work being set out for HACCP and 
Quality Assurance Training as part of and, 
inclusive of our iPi Catering Module One 
materials.

We have published across a number of articles in 
times gone by the details of the course content 
so I’ll not go over that aspect. This article is 
more to offer the readers of the ‘insider’ two 
pieces of information: firstly my congratulations 
to the iPi Catering staff for their personal and 
professional achievements; and secondly a little 
more about my job role at iPi Catering.

iPi CATERING

PNGDF Catering staff complete their training

My role with iPi Catering

I am delighted in all I do. I hold a position which is titled ‘Chef 
Trainer’ and with that comes the responsibilities of perhaps a 

teacher, however, I see it as being also an important mentor 
to our young and eager catering employees. 

It is one thing to qualify and be accepted as a new 
recruit, but entirely another to be comfortable 
and confident in one’s job. That said one equally 

needs to be competent and it is here where I offer the 
background understanding and knowledge which comes 

with the role. I walk our trainees through theory sessions 
and, much practical application is taught, practiced and refined. 

Often I find that our trainees learn quicker and grasp concepts 
faster by watching – the old ‘chalk and talk’ is not so much applicable 

but more the physical hands-on approach. By touching, doing, watching, 
practicing and with the same, our trainees grab a hold of new culinary trade 
skills and do so with confidence. 

Starting afresh

Every individual trainee comes from a different start point and often I find 
that we need to rid old habits and past practices and start afresh. Flexibility 
in teaching is an important as flexibility in learning – it is all very much a two 
way street.

I absolutely enjoy all I am involved with. I can most likely speak on behalf of 
all the Chef Trainers of iPi Catering and suggest that our support roles are 
essential – upskilling in our industry is a daily requirement and one of the 
most important lessons for us all to learn is that the Catering trade is forever 
changing, it moves with trends and to a degree, like fashion, tends to roll 
around in periodic cycles. 

But what doesn’t change is the need for quality products and absolute food 
safety at all times.

It is a pleasure doing what I do, and for others who are equally passionate 
about their job roles with the iPi Group, I encourage you to also pen a note 
on the things which offer you job satisfaction.

Thank you for the opportunity to send my thoughts through to the ‘insider’ 
and my congratulations again to the Vanimo iPi Catering team.  

Morris Mohave
Chef Trainer
iPi Catering 
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To the ‘insider’ readers,

iPi Catering enjoys a long and proud history of 
partnering with it’s highly valued clients and all this 
through the many highs and lows over the many 
years. It is often the unsaid and the unseen which 
quietly offers iPi Catering and our people across the 
iPi Group a great sense of pride.

Yes, our committed and dedicated service goes without 
saying. The daily tasks of delivering quality meals as per the 
various specifications of our clients are met with confidence.

Again we commenced the academic year at the Papua New 
Guinea University of Technology without hick-up. Our first 
meal service was late in January 2018. Having said that, we 
would like to highlight to all across the Group that over the 
Christmas/New Year break our work at the Uni-Tech was only 
just beginning. 

Remembering

We all sadly recall the arson attack on the Uni-Tech Messing 
facility mid-way through 2016 and it was here; this where it all 
started, the Uni-Tech lost its Catering and Dining Hall facility. 
Instead of walking away from saying well that is all over – no, 
iPi Catering bought in our own free standing Kitchen facility 
and equipment and installed that adjacent to the Union Hall...
you will vividly remember the building program headed up 
by our Country Operations Manager, Dennis Sparks and our 
Uni-Tech Catering and Maintenance Teams. With a matter of 
only weeks, iPi Catering stood ready to again serve the needs 
of the Uni-Tech resident students who were because bought 
back on Campus and the Uni-Tech academic year resumed 
without blemish – the 2016 year was completed successfully. 
We still occupy our facility and whilst this was but a temporary 
measure, we continue to invest in upgrades and installation of 
refreshed equipment and ancillary service components.

New beginnings

So, over the Christmas/New Year break it was full on with 
overall strip downs, a general refresh, a new coat of paint 
here and there, our catering equipment serviced (repaired or 
re-installed), our fridges/freezers cleaned out and re-gassed, 
gutters and roofing repaired, floors varnished, walls cleaned 
and painted along with a perimeter clean-up.

So much work was completed and all this ready for the new  
in-take or return of existing students. Indeed, whilst the 
Uni-Tech year enjoys its traditional breaks, our work and 
associated responsibilities remain an on-going commitment. 

Proud to be partners

We believe that our much protected partnership with the 
Uni-Tech is quite unique. It is welcomed by all and further, it 
underpins iPi Caterings total and unswerving commitment to 
its clients.

We go beyond what would be expected and do so in the best 
interest of the good and decent resident students of the  
Uni-Tech. No question that re-investment into our projects 
costs significant amounts of money, however, demonstrating 
the long term view by way of absolute involvement we believe 
makes iPi Catering a valuable business partner to have and 
to hold. 

We wish all students of the Papua New Guinea University of 
Technology a bright, productive and successful year ahead. 
We remain proudly at your service.     

Darryl Royal and Luke Goa
Project Management 
iPi Catering – Papua New Guinea  
University of Technology

iPi CATERING

PNG University of Technology
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Hi All,

We were delighted (early in February) to host Dr Brad Shaw and some of his senior staff 
members of the Australia Pacific Technical College (the APTC) and this to discuss a 
raft of external Catering Training delivery opportunities and alternates for some select 
iPi Catering employees based in Porgera.

The APTC is based in Port Moresby and whilst 
most Catering related training participation is 
accessed via their well-equipped and modern 
POM facility, we were also looking through the 
possibilities of more site based delivery. 

Training comes in many forms as we all know 
and practical application associated with a 
known workplace is more often than not, less 
confronting and of course quite familiar for the 
trainees; further, they are not disrupted through 
extended travel, have no accommodation worries 
or concerns, are not distracted by outside 
influences and avoid the feeling of isolation by 
being away from family and friends. 

We spoke to the APTC staff who organise 
the relevant Course delivery and this, in our 
case, centred around the core competencies 
associated with Cookery Apprenticeship 
Qualifications. The conversations looked closely 
a number of potential actions and outcomes 
with the aim of introducing iPi Catering to the 
benefits and advantages of working alongside 
the APTC; this to meet the Training needs of our 
select employees.

We found the meeting to be professional, 
refreshing, they offered alternatives to standard 
training delivery and interestingly and importantly, 
the approach by Dr Shaw and his team was 
certainly most enthusiastic and responsive. 

Peter Aiyok and I thank Dr Brad Shaw, Country 
Manager APTC PNG and his staff members, 
David Pepyat, Christine Vai and Melanie 
Waki-Kikman all of whom attended the initial 
introductory session in our POM Office. We have 
much to think about and indeed look forward to 
your ideas and proposals being tabled. 

Stand-by readers for more information as it 
comes through...in the meantime we think our 
Business Development Manager, Peter Long is 
out at the APTC dining at their Training Restaurant 
– it could be the old TAFE Hospitality – Tourism 
teacher in him coming back to the surface?  

Julie Sema
Human Resources Manager
iPi Catering

Julie.Sema@iPiCatering.com.pg

iPi CATERING

Training partnership potential with APTC
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